
Natural solutions for the bar counter

Liquajuice Pro Slow juicer

Slow speed juice extractor with powerful AC motor (43 rpm). Soft and slow press of fruits
and vegetables thanks to its turning mass fist, that gently presses it and not chops it.
Its wide inserting orifice allows to fit whole  pieces without need of previous cut. 
You will serve to your customers the freshest and homogeneous juices ever.



35 mm 

EXTRA LONG SQUEEZING NUT
A massive heavy nut press masticates the 
fruit, allowing maximum extraction without 
oxidation.

CONTROL PANEL 
With colour led lights. Reverse button 
included, for anti-clockwise pinion 
move, in case of ingredients jam and 
cleaning ease.

NO VIBRATIONS
Anti-slip rubber feet for maximum
security without move.

2 INTAKE NOZZLES
One for whole pieces, up to 75 mm, one vertical 
for 35 mm pieces for long ingredients. Security 
lock avoids mistakes and a safe operation.

Compact, elegant
with 2 outlets,
with metric jug

for pulp and juice

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
Pusher, cleaning brush, 2 containers (for juice and pulp),
extraction pinion and user manual.

No oxidation!
without skin or nuggets

200W PROFESSIONAL ENGINE
Low revolutions (43 r.p.m.) 
avoids fruit

NO DRIPS
Silicone anti-drip protection
in the juice outlet.

MAXIMUM EXTRACTION OF JUICE
Extra-fine grids prevent the passage of pulp, skins and pips.
Trailing part with silicone wings to press the pulp and extract 
the maximum juice. Dishwasher safe.

AC Motor

LOGISTIC DATA

 Product dimensions: 15 x 22 x 56 cm (width x background x high)

Weight: 6’96 Kg
Gift box: 44 x 28’5 x 35’3 cm
Master carton: 46 x 30 x 38 cm / 9’5 Kg
Pack unit: 1 ud.

75 mm 

Taurus Professional S.L.
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+34 973 47 05 50   prof@taurus.es

Product code 924.726    EAN  8414234247261

Perfect even juices
Slow juice 

homegeneous
Conventinal 
liquidiser juicer



Natural solutions for the bar counter

Demoka GR 0203 Coffee Grinder

Ideal to extend the range of coffees, both for decaffeinated
as for origins and special blends.



Flat tempered
steel burs 
49 mm diameter. 
Bur holder made in aluminum
alloy, perfect to disperse the heat. 

REMOVABLE HOPPER
500 gr of coffee beans capacity
Transparent, easy to remove, 
made of polycarbonate, screwed to 
body for maximum security.

Robust and compact, the ideal companion
for the espresso bar.

Durable and robust housing
in stainless steel.

Press

LOGISTIC DATA

 Product dimensions: 22 x 13 x 33 cm (width x background x high)

Weight: 3’56 Kg
Gift box/Master carton: 37 x 18’5 x 29 cm
Pack unit: 1 ud.

Taurus Professional S.L.
Av. Barcelona s/n 24790 Oliana · Spain
+34 973 47 05 50   prof@taurus.es

Product code 999.401    EAN  8414234994011

500 gr

200W LOW SPEED ENGINE
With permanent magnet with reducer, 
a 700 r.p.m. (low speed). It does not 
damage the properties of coffee.

MICROMETRIC 
GRINDING SET-UP
For an accurate extraction
and adjustment. The finer, the stronger 
and concentrated

GRINDING AND DOSING
“ON-DEMAND” OPERATED

By pressing the central button
with the filter holder, freshly 
ground coffee is grinded and 
released.

This keeps quality of grinded 
coffee unaltered and as fresh as 
possible, ready to be extracted. 



Natural solutions for the bar counter

Citrus 160 Juicer

With a powerful 160W motor that allows us a fast and total extraction of
juice of the orange. This juicer is also characterized by how compact it is
since most juicers of this power are much larger.



STAINLESS STEEL
FILTER
Great resistant filter in high 
quality stainless steel.

COMFORT 
With a simple pressure, the cone 
comes out for its cleaning. 
The pinion is special.
The upper tip fixes the fruit piece, 
and the fins turn and extract the the 
pulp and get the maximum juice off 
it. Pinion diameter is universal for 
all kind of citric fruit sizes.

Metalic body and handle,
prepared for the intensive use at the bar.

LOGISTIC DATA

 Product dimensions: 18 x 26 x 29 cm (width x background x high)

Weight: 2’25 Kg
Gift box: 24 x 20 x 31 cm
Master carton: 63’3 x 25’7 x 65’5 cm / 17 Kg
Pack unit: 6 ud.

Taurus Professional S.L.
Av. Barcelona s/n 24790 Oliana · Spain
+34 973 47 05 50   prof@taurus.es

Product code  924.246    EAN  8414234242464

COMPLETELY REMOVABLE
All parts are dishwasher safe.

Press

PRESS WITHOUT
STRESS
The sucker feet
create a secure grip
on any surface, 
allowing a safe 
operation when hardly 
presisng the fruit.

ANTI-DROP SYSTEM
AND CONTINUOUS SPILL
The juice output can be set both continuous or 
blocked, thanks to a simple upward movement.
It has a silicone rubber for not losing a single
drop of juice.

ANTI-SLIP HANDLE
Silicone type tip to assure anti-slip   
operation and apply all strength
with comfort and grip.

160W MOTOR
Powerful for a fast
extraction of the juice.



Natural solutions for the bar counter

Active professional 1500 American Blender

Professional blender with high performance motor. Get the best results in seconds. Its high power output 
and sharp 6 wing blade, are able to blend and pulverize even hardest ingredients. It chops ice cubes, make 
smoothies and blend creams and mixes with total ease.

        Ultra-hard 
       BPA-free 
blending jar



EASY CLEANING BODY
Frontal and sides are straight for 
easy cleaning

Metallic gears
The unit has a security magnet 
for the jug detection, and machine 
only operates when the jar is de-
tected. The jug stands in a rubber 
gum that grips it, and buffer all 
vibrations during operation. 
It‘s easy to clean, too.

LOGISTIC DATA

Product dimensions: 22 x 19 x 50 cm (width x background x high)

Weight: 4’04 Kg
Gif box: 34 x 24 x 28 cm
Master carton: 50 x 35’5 x 58 cm / 18 Kg
Pack unit: 4 ud.

Taurus Professional S.L.
Av. Barcelona s/n 24790 Oliana · Spain
+34 973 47 05 50   prof@taurus.es

Product code 912.433    EAN  8414234124333

4 anti-slip feet avoid any move 
and a secure operation while 
processing.

BOTTOM AND STANDING FEET
A 1.8 mt. plug wire is provided, can be 
folded and rolled in the base thanks to 
the fixing clips. 

High alloy 6 wings blade
In order to process even the hardest 
ingredients and transform them into the 
finest texture.

Sealing lid with silicone joint
It avoids any leak thanks to its sealing 
ring and a safe operation.

THERMAL SAFETY 
SWITCH
In case of overheating 
due to prolonged use or 
stressed work overload, the 
unit protects the motor by 
activating this safety switch 
automatically. After some 
minutes of cool-down, it can 
be re-armed by the user.

2L
Blending jug
Highest grade Bisphenol-free jug.
Marked with filling levels in two 
sides, resistant to high tempera-
tures and intensive professional 
use, it has pouring output that 
allows and easy serve. Jug can 
be positioned both left and right, 
for an ambidextrous operation.

A mixing stick is included, for 
pushing big pieces of food and 
ice cubes from the practial orifice 
on the lid.

Long-life durable and 
performant metallic steel jug 
coupling and drag pinion.

1500W 2HP Professional power motor

With thermal security sensor ideal for intense and prolonged 
use, at high 30.000 r.p.m.

Control Panel
- Accurate speed regulator
- Button on / off
- Turbo button or press:
an extra strength, when
you need the maximum power
to work with food hard as ice
or nuts.


